Mantis falls
(a game of trust)

MANUAL CONTENTS

(INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS AT: WWW.MANTISFALLS.COM/RULES)

2 PLAYER GAMES:
In this manual, rules
specific to 2 player
games are in
red boxes.

You are in a mob-ruled town in the 1940s,
and at least one of you was a witness
to something you were not supposed to
see. You need to make it across town
alive to where there are people that
can protect you, but your journey
will be a dangerous one.

You are informed that another
witness will join you. By working

together, you may have a much better
chance of surviving. But what if they
are not who they claim to be?
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1. COMPONENTS
BASE GAME

1 PLAYMAT

60 ACTIONS

50 EVENTS

12 ALLIES
Blank cards provided
for replacements and
creativity.

INCLUDED ADD-ON MODULES
5 “SUNSET” ROADS

5 “NIGHT” ROADS

5 “DARK” ROADS

FULL CIRCLE

(30 cards)
For more in-depth
gameplay (2P or 3P)

3 CHARACTERS

3 LIFE TRACKERS

3 ROLES

3 PLAYING PIECES

6 REFERENCES

6 BUTTONS

TRIAD

(12 cards)
REQUIRED for 3
player games

UNDER THE ROSE

(7 cards & 3 wooden roses)
Variant for advanced
players (2P or 3P)

RECOMMENDED ALBUMS FOR THEME MUSIC

- ”Mantis Falls Original Soundtrack” by Distant Rabbit
(free at www.MantisFalls.com/soundtrack)
- “Dolores” & “Piano Nights” by Bohren & Der Club Of Gore
- “Soundtrack from Twin Peaks“ by Angelo Badalamenti
- “Turning Point” by Benny Golson
More music suggestions at www.MantisFalls.com/music

2. OBJECTIVES
Objectives depend on the assignment of roles
at the start of the game (witness or assassin).
Each player receives one role card at game
setup but does not show it to others until
the game is over. Games may consist of only
witnesses, or there could be one assassin:

IF THERE ARE ONLY WITNESSES, then

this is a cooperative game that the players
win or lose together.

IF THERE IS AN ASSASSIN,

then this is a competitive game.

IF YOU ARE A WITNESS, your goal is for all witnesses (including you)

to survive. Your game can end successfully if all players make it to the
end alive OR with the death of an assassin.

IF YOU ARE AN ASSASSIN, your goal is for a witness to die and for

you to stay alive. Your game can end successfully only with the death
of a witness.

Games in which an assassin and
a witness both die are tie games
for all players.

NOTE: 3 player games
shuffle in a third witness
card; there is always a
chance for a game
with only witnesses.

3. LEARNING CURVE
Mantis Falls is a game of countermeasures and anticipatory tactics that
becomes increasingly rewarding with experience and skill. It usually
takes multiple plays to start understanding the strategic possibilities. We
suggest reading the strategy guide at the end of this manual (Topic 24)
and thinking of the first few games as “practice” as you get the hang of it.
Once you get the basics, quickly consider including the “Full Circle”
module, as this adds considerable depth to the game!

4. MODULES
Your box includes the base game of Mantis Falls and three add-on
modules. Include combinations to customize your game. Instructions for
how to integrate these are in sections 21-23 in the manual.

NOTE: All of the included modules are compatible with one
another and may be used in any combination.

FOR 2 OR 3 PLAYER GAMES:
FULL CIRCLE: Adds complexity for a

more involved game experience. Include
this as soon as you feel you’ve gotten the
hang of the base game (perhaps after a
play or two).

UNDER THE ROSE: A variant for

advanced players; adds resource
management and deck manipulation.

FOR 3 PLAYER GAMES ONLY:
TRIAD: Required for 3 player games.
Use it in all 3 player games and
exclude it from all 2 player games.

Don’t wait long before adding
Full Circle – it adds a lot to the game!

5. SETUP
PLAYMAT: Place the playmat at the center of the playing area; many of

ALLIES & EVENTS: Shuffle each of these decks and place them face

ROADS: On the playmat, the road cards make a 3x4 grid that the players

ROLES: Shuffle the role cards (two witnesses/one assassin for 2P games;

- Place the “start” and “end” of the road cards at
the start and the end as shown.

CHARACTERS: Give an

the cards and decks will be placed on top of this.

will travel in a serpentine pattern. Place as follows:

- Shuffle the remaining road cards, and remove
one road card of each type (sunset, night and
dark) from the game (don’t look).

down where indicated on the playmat.

three witnesses/one assassin for 3P games). Deal one face down to
each player and remove one from the game (don’t look!).
“Urbanite” face up to
each player.

EXAMPLE PLAYER SETUP

- Place the rest of the roads face down as
shown (sunset in the bottom row, night in
the middle row and dark in the top row).

ACTIONS: Separate the “Midnight” action cards
(seven in the base game; visually distinct and
marked with
). Distribute as follows:

- 2P GAMES: Give each player one of the two “Call in a
Hit” cards to include face down in their hand of
action cards.

- 3P GAMES: The Triad Module includes an additional
Midnight card (”The Pact”). Shuffle this with the two
“Call in a Hit” cards, and then deal one of these
cards face down to each of the three players.

- Shuffle the remaining five Midnight cards, place three face down by the
middle of the road (“Actions by the Night”) and place the final two face
down by the “End” road card (“Actions by the Dark”).
After distributing the Midnight cards, shuffle the remaining action cards,
and deal six face down to each player (including their Midnight card, each
player should begin with seven action cards). Place the rest of the deck
face down near the playing area as indicated on the playmat.

ACTIONS
BY THE
DARK
(2 cards)

ACTIONS
BY THE
NIGHT
(3 cards)

PLAYING PIECES: Place each player’s chosen piece on the “start”.
LIFE TRACKERS: Each player gets a life tracker (face up) matching their
chosen playing piece. A red button is placed on “0” wounds and a black
button on “0” Last Gasps.

6. GETTING STARTED

8. TURN SEQUENCE

- Players look at their role cards and keep them face down.

Players alternate turns. Your turns have the following sequence:

- Flip face up the first sunset road ahead of the players’ pieces.

I. INITIAL MOVEMENT: You may move your piece one road forward or

- Randomly determine the first player.
- The player to go last draws one random ally card from the deck.

stay in the same place. Flip a road card face up to maintain visibility if
necessary (always one road ahead of the furthest player; Topic 10). You
can also expend Conserved Energy during this phase (Topic 15).

II. EVENT DRAW: You draw an event card and look at it. The event can

7. ACTIVE PLAYERS & BYSTANDER
(3P ONLY)

In 3P games, turns rotate clockwise. Players play as rotating pairs
(”active players”), making one player each turn a “bystander”:

ACTIVE PLAYERS: On your turn, you and
the player to your right are
the two “active players”.
The active players face
the turn together, with all
references in the game to
“the other player” (or “both
players”, “either player”, “the
players”, etc.) referring ONLY
to active players (NEVER the
bystander).

BYSTANDER: The player not

among the two “active players”
is, for that turn, the “bystander”.
The bystander has specific
capabilities (Topic 9) and
may still talk with the other
players, but they can do
nothing else. This means
they cannot interact with
the event, play cards, be
the target of an attack, use/
receive/lose conditions or
allies, receive wounds, etc.

be “seen” or “unseen”, which can dictate if you show this card to other
players (Topic 11).

III. MAIN PLAY: Both you and the other player make a play with your
action cards, each choosing one of four options (you make this play
prior to the other player):

(1) CREATE AN ACTION PLAY: Place face down (in front of oneself)
any number of action cards of the same suit (Amber, Granite,
Hunter, Lilac, Royal or Midnight) in a selected order (these cards
make up a player's "action play" sequence).

(2) CONSERVE ENERGY: Place one of your action cards face up in
Conserved Energy (Topic 15).

(3) DISCARD: Discard (face down) up to two action cards.
(4) DO NOTHING
IV. ACTION REVEAL/PROCESSING:

“Reveal” means to flip face up the cards
of action plays, and “processing” means
doing what the cards say. Actions in
action plays are revealed and processed
in an alternating order (Topic 12), then
discarded face down.

V. EVENT PROCESSING: The event
is processed by you (Topic 11).

VI. DRAW: Both players (you first) restore

hands to seven action cards, drawing from
the draw pile, Conserved Energy or both.

NOTE: Actions and
Events are put in
discard piles
face down.
down.

9. BYSTANDER CAPABILITIES

10. ROADS

(CONTINUED)

(3P ONLY)

- DISCARD/CONSERVE ENERGY:
After the two active players have made
their main plays, the bystander may either
discard up to two cards or place one card
face up in Conserved Energy.

STOPLIGHT
NUMBERS

- DRAW: After the two active players have
had their draw from the draw phase, the
bystander also draws their hand to full.
- BYSTANDER ABILITIES: Cards in
the Triad Module may refer to the
bystander by name. These cards are
NOT played by the bystander directly,
but when an active player processes such a
card, it gives the bystander specific abilities or choices.

10. ROADS
OVERVIEW: Each road card represents “one road”:
the smallest unit of movement in the game (it
doesn’t matter where your piece is on a road).
The different regions (sunset, night, dark) are
referenced by other cards and have different
location details (number of ambushes, etc.) but
do not otherwise impart specific rules.

MOVEMENT & VISIBILITY: Movement through

the road follows a serpentine pattern (see diagram
in Topic 5). Road cards are flipped face up when
they are directly in front of any player’s piece
(players can always see at least one road ahead
of the furthest player). Once flipped face up, road
cards do not ever turn back to face down.

AMBUSH
BUS STOP
STOPLIGHT NUMBERS: All roads have three “stoplight numbers"

(green, yellow and red) in the upper left. These numbers are commonly
referenced on event cards; in such a case, it is always referring to the
stoplight numbers of the player processing the event (i.e. the player
whose turn it is).

PHONES & BUS STOPS: Some of the road cards
contain phone or bus stop symbols in the lower
right. Cards may reference these locations, but
there are otherwise no special rules associated
with these locations.

AMBUSHES (CIRCLED NUMBERS): If you land on a road with a circled
number in the lower right, you must randomly discard that number
of action cards AND receive that number of wounds (in that order).
As always with actions, the cards are discarded face down. Passing
through an ambush (not stopping on it) incurs no penalty.

10. ROADS

(CONTINUED)

THE “BROKEN ROAD”: One of the night
roads is a “Broken Road”. You cannot
stop on this road. If your movement
lands you here, you move to the road
before it. You can, however, pass
through this road as normal if you have
enough movement to do so (e.g. from
an action card providing movement).
Any time a player advances across the
Broken Road, they look at the “Actions
by the Night” and add one of their
choice to their hand and return the
rest face down. (Some games will have
no Broken Road because its card was
removed randomly at setup. In this
case, no players gain access to the
“Actions by the Night”.)

START AND END OF THE ROAD: The

first road is the “Start of the Road” and
the final road is the “End of the Road”.
The game does not end when a player
reaches the end of the road (Topic 20).
Any time a player lands here, they take
one card of their choice from the “Actions
by the Dark” and return the rest face
down. A player at the end of the road
then continues to take their turns as
normal, just without moving forward.

REMINDER: When a player makes
it to the end of the road, that does
not end the game!

IMPEDED MOVING: Some effects let players choose between moving
and other options. If your movement is impeded (by the end of
the road, a card preventing movement, etc.), you may still choose
movement but can move only as far as allowed.

11. EVENTS
Events are processed by the player whose turn it is and only AFTER
all action processing (NEVER immediately upon drawing it). Process
according to the variables at that time (e.g. if a stoplight number changes
due to movement during action processing, that can change the event).
Events may be “incidents” or “oppositions”, and also either “seen” or
“unseen”. These terms are explained here.

INCIDENTS & OPPOSITIONS:
INCIDENTS:
- An “incident” event is a harmful occurrence (e.g.
an earthquake or stepping on broken glass).
- Incidents may be “prevented” by certain cards,
but cards that deal wounds to event oppositions
are of no use against an incident.
- If an incident is not prevented, then both the
“effect” and the “bonus” happen during event
processing. (If the event effects are
prevented, then neither happen.)
REMINDER: Even though

OPPOSITIONS:
- An “opposition” event is a foe you
are facing.

incidents cannot be defeated,
they can still be prevented.

- Like incidents, the effects of oppositions can be
entirely prevented by cards that prevent events.
- Oppositions are “defeated” if the actions
processed that turn by the players collectively
dealt wounds to the opposition at least equal
to the opposition’s “health” value.
- Depending on whether or not the opposition
was defeated, process the appropriate
outcome during event processing.

REMINDER: No matter what type of event was drawn, the event
is always processed only after all action processing.

11. EVENTS

12. ACTIONS

(CONTINUED)

SUITS: Action cards have six “suits” (amber
(amber,, granite
granite,, hunter
hunter,,

SEEN & UNSEEN:
SEEN:
- A “seen” event is visible to all. When drawn, they
are turned face up for all to see.
- At event processing on your turn, you process the
effects of the event and then put it face down in
the discard pile.

UNSEEN:
- An “unseen” event is visible
only to the player that drew it
(the player whose turn it is).

NEW PLAYERS CAN SKIP
THE “UNSEEN” RULES!

Unseen events add to the game but
can also add some confusion for new
players. When learning Mantis Falls,
it’s fine to treat all events as seen!

- When you draw an unseen
event, you cannot show it to
anyone, even if you want to. But you can choose
to describe the card in any way you want (say
nothing, be truthful, bluff its contents, etc.).

- At event processing on your turn, you process
the effects of the event and then put it face
down in the discard pile. Although nobody else
will see this card, you MUST process this card
accurately (to do otherwise is simply cheating).

UNSEEN EVENTS: WHAT YOU CAN AND CANNOT BLUFF

Although you may bluff about unseen events before the event is
processed, you cannot alter the actual effects of the event when
processing it (that would just be cheating). You can
can,, however, not be fully
honest about the way the effects come to be. Here are two examples:
- An event may state to receive wounds "divided among the players as
you choose". In this case, you could choose for the other player to
receive all of the wounds and not reveal there had been any choice.
- If an event’s effects were prevented that turn, it is not necessary to
explain at event processing any details about what the event would
have done if not prevented.

lilac, royal and midnight
lilac,
midnight)) signified by text and a symbol in the
upper left corner; see image. Action plays may include any number of
action cards of the same suit.

SUIT
CARD NAME
FIRST
EFFECT
SUMMARY
HEADING
SECOND
EFFECT
SUMMARY
HEADING

MODULE
IDENTIFIER

FIRST
EFFECT
DETAILS
SECOND
EFFECT
DETAILS

(Because this is a “sometimes” effect, the
effect occurs only if the criteria are met.)

EFFECTS: Effects are always processed by the player that played the

card. The bold text is a (usually inexact) summary heading of an effect;
when necessary, text below the heading describes the effect in proper
detail. When an action card has more than one effect listed (e.g. “1”, “2”,
and “sometimes”), then all effects are processed (no picking and
choosing!) in the order listed.

“SOMETIMES” EFFECTS:

NOTE: You can play an action even if
some/all of its effects will do nothing.

Cards with “sometimes”
effects (see image) can be
played any time an action card is played, but “sometimes”
effects only happen if the criteria are met.

12. ACTIONS

13. CONDITIONS AND AFFLICTIONS

(CONTINUED)

ORDER OF REVEAL/PROCESSING:
- PLAY ORDER: Players creating action plays should place the cards face
down in front of themselves (from left to right) in the order in which
they want them revealed and processed.

- REVEAL/PROCESSING ORDER: When only one player creates an
action play, that player reveals and processes the cards in the order in
which they were placed. When two players create action plays on the
same turn, the actions are revealed and processed in alternating order,
beginning with the player whose turn it is.

EXAMPLE OF ACTION REVEAL/PROCESSING ORDER:
In this scenario, it is Jack’s turn. Jack
For his main play, Jack created
5th
an action play of two cards, and
1st
he has placed them face down
4th
in front of himself from left to
3rd
2nd
right. Jill then created an action
play of three cards, which she
placed face down in front of herself from left to right.

CONDITIONS: Some action cards have
effects stating to keep the card as a
“condition”. When such an effect is
processed, the card is placed face
up in front of the player (under their
“control”), and the condition effect
remains active until something (e.g.
an action or event card) removes
the card. (When condition effects
refer to “you”, that refers to the
player controlling the condition.)

Jill

For action reveal/processing, Jack would reveal (flip face up) his first
card (”1st” in diagram), and process it in its entirety. Jill would then
reveal her first card (”2nd” in diagram) and process it in its entirety.
Jack would then reveal and process his second card (”3rd”), and then
Jill would reveal and process her second card (”4th”). Since Jack has no
more cards to process, Jill would proceed to reveal and process her
third card (”5th”). After the final card is processed, the five action cards
are placed face down in the discard pile and play proceeds to event
processing.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS:
- Action plays may be any number of cards of a single suit.
- Action plays are always created face down and are not revealed
until after all players have completed their main play.
- Action plays are revealed and processed one card at a time and
in alternating order.

AFFLICTIONS: Afflictions (found

in modules but not the base set)
play exactly like conditions except
nothing can remove them.

REMINDER: Unlike conditions,
NOTHING removes afflictions.
So be very careful about
playing these!

“ANY TIME” EFFECTS:
Some conditions and allies have effects players can use “any time” (see
Gun above). The only moments you cannot enact such an effect are:
- When another card is currently being processed or has just been
revealed in an action play (see “Timing” in Topic 19).

- When you are the bystander (3P games only; see Topic 7).

14. ALLIES
Allies are helpful cards
attained from some
actions and events.

For example: If you had two Ms. Cardello cards, she would be
“incomplete”; the cards would remain face down and she
would provide no effect. If you then got a third Ms. Cardello
card, she would become “complete”; the cards would be turned
face up and she would provide her written effect continuously.

GETTING THEM: When a

player is told to “take” an ally
card, they look through the
ally deck face up and take
any card they like.

REMINDER: Unless stated
otherwise, taking ally cards
means looking through
the ally deck and taking
ally cards of your choice.

”INCOMPLETE” ALLIES: Ally cards

state a completion requirement in
the upper left. If a player has fewer
than this number of that specific
ally,, then the cards are kept face
ally
down with the player. The ally is
“incomplete” and provides no effect.

”COMPLETE” ALLIES: If a player
has as many matching ally cards
as is required by the ally (noted in
the upper left), the ally becomes
“complete”. This means it is turned
face up in front of the player and its
effect is active.

DISCARDING ALLIES:
ALLIES: Discarded allies are always returned to the ally

deck (there is no ally discard pile). If an effect requires returning an ally
to the deck, this refers to the entire complete ally (not just one card).

SUMMARY OF ALLIES:
- Until their completion requirement is met, ally cards stay
face down with you and are considered “incomplete allies”.
- Once their completion requirement is met, they turn to face
up in front of you and have a lasting effect.

15. CONSERVED ENERGY
“CONSERVING ENERGY”: As a main play, players may “Conserve Energy”
by placing one of their action cards face up in one of the four spaces in
the Conserved Energy area (at the top of the playmat). Cards placed in
Conserved Energy do not impart any effects that turn, but may provide
value to the players at a future time (described below).

USING CONSERVED ENERGY:
- DRAWING: Whenever a player draws an action card, they may choose
to draw from Conserved Energy instead of the draw pile.

- EXPENDING: At the start of initial movement phase on your turns,
if Conserved Energy is full, you may “expend” Conserved Energy by
moving all four conserved cards to the action discard pile. Doing so
provides you your choice of these two benefits:

(1) INCREASE INITIAL MOVEMENT ONE ROAD
(MOVE TWO ROADS INSTEAD OF ONE)
OR

(2) HEAL ONE OF YOUR WOUNDS
OTHER NOTES:
- Expending Conserved Energy to increase initial movement results in
moving two roads at once (not moving forward one road and then
choosing to move again). This movement can be used to pass over the
Broken Road and ambushes.
- If it’s “full” (already has four cards in it), discard cards that would
otherwise go to Conserved Energy.
Conserved Energy is summarized
on the quick reference cards!

16. WOUNDS & LIFE TRACKER
WOUND ACCUMULATION: Players receive wounds cumulatively from
a variety of sources. Start at zero and keep track with a red button
(”wound marker”) on your Life Tracker.

MAXIMUM WOUNDS: Each player will have a character card stating

their maximum number of wounds (the base set includes only the
“Urbanite” character with a maximum wound value of eight, but the Full
Circle module adds characters with
maximum wounds of seven and nine).
No player can ever have wounds
greater than their maximum. (For
example, if you are one wound short
of your maximum and receive three
wounds, you receive just one wound
to put you at your maximum and
ignore the other two wounds.) If
a player reaches their maximum
wounds, they do not die (yet)! They
instead make a “Last Gasp” play
(Topic 17).

GASP TRACKER: The Life

Tracker also has a space
to keep track of how many
Last Gasps a player has
taken (Topic 17). The black
button (“gasp marker”)
begins at zero and moves
one to the right at the
conclusion of a player’s
Last Gasp play.

IMPORTANT REMINDERS:
- Your wounds can never go above your maximum.
- Reaching maximum wounds does not mean you are dead!
You first make a Last Gasp play (Topic 17).

17. LAST GASPS
If you reach your maximum wounds, you are not dead! First, you make
a “Last Gasp” play. If something causes you to reach maximum wounds,
this is what you do:
1. FINISH PROCESSING CURRENT CARD: If there is still more to
process on the card that caused you to reach your maximum wounds,
finish processing it in its entirety.

NOTE: If the card triggering your Last Gasp was part of

LAST GASP FLOWCHART: Some may find it useful at times to
refer to the below chart when resolving Last Gasps.

Something other than a Last
Gasp play has put at least
one player at their
max. wounds

Finish processing the current
card and then suspend action

another player’s Last Gasp, then they finish their entire
Last Gasp before you proceed with yours.

How many players are at their
maximum wounds?

2. MAKE A LAST GASP PLAY: Suspend everything and create an action

ONE

play (i.e. put face down in front of you any number of action cards of
a single suit) as a sidebar to all else. Then reveal and process all of
these cards in sequence. After the cards of your Last Gasp have been
processed, slide your gasp marker one space right.

THAT PLAYER MAKES A
LAST GASP

3. EVALUATE SURVIVAL/DEATH:
SURVIVAL: If your wounds are below your

maximum (e.g. because you played a card that
healed you) AND your gasp marker is below
“3”, then you survived the Last Gasp. In this
case, the game continues; resume play right
from where it had been suspended.

DEATH: If, alternatively, your wounds are at

your maximum OR your gasp marker is at “3”,
then you are dead (Topic 18) and the game will
soon be over. If the other player is not at their
own maximum wounds, then the game ends right then (Topic 20).
However, if the other player is at maximum wounds, then they make
a Last Gasp play of their own (which they may fail to survive as well).
Following their Last Gasp, the game is over.

Turn player chooses one
of the two players

Is that player either still at maximum wounds
OR is their gasp marker at “3”?

NOTE: If you have action cards that are face down in
a suspended action play, you can return your choice
of these to your hand for use in your Last Gasp.

TWO

YES

NO

YES

Is the other player at
maximum wounds?

Is the other player at
maximum wounds?

NO

Play continues
from where it
was suspended

YES

THAT PLAYER MAKES A
LAST GASP

NO

All players
that concluded a Last
Gasp at max. wounds OR with
their gasp marker at “3” are
dead (and the game
is over)

LAST GASPS ARE IMPORTANT EVEN WHEN YOU CAN’T HEAL!

Having ways to heal during a Last Gasp can be key to victory, but even
if you don’t heal during a Last Gasp (and will therefore die), you can still
use the Last Gasp to wound the other player and possibly salvage a tie.

19. OTHER RULES & NOTES

18. DEATH
A player is dead if either:

(1) THEY ARE AT MAXIMUM WOUNDS
AFTER COMPLETING A LAST GASP
OR
(2) THEIR GASP MARKER REACHES 3
The death of a player ends the game (although
another player may first need to resolve a Last
Gasp if at their maximum wounds; Topic 17). A
dead player cannot win, but can possibly tie
(Topic 20).

19. OTHER RULES & NOTES
TIMING (CARDS ALWAYS PROCESS COMPLETELY): When actions
are revealed in action plays, except for specific
choices/effects triggered by
the reveal (e.g. Foresight),
the action begins to be
processed immediately. For
all card types in the game,
once a card begins to be
processed, NOTHING else can
happen until after the entire
card has been processed.

NO DISCARD PHASE: If you

end a turn with more than
seven cards, there is no need
to discard.

TURN PLAYER DECIDES
ORDER: If players need to do

something simultaneously (e.g.
both incur Last Gasps from the
same event), the turn player
chooses who proceeds first.

(continued)

DRAW PILES AND DISCARD PILES: The action and event discard

piles are face down and hidden. If any draw pile is depleted, shuffle its
discard pile to create a new draw pile.

WITNESS ONLY EFFECTS: Some card effects (a notable example being
on “Call in a Hit”) are usable “ONLY
IF YOU ARE TRULY A WITNESS”.
The thematic explanation is that
witnesses have powerful friends
that can help in certain cases.
One’s role cannot be bluffed in
order to use these effects.

DON’T SHOW (OR “PROVE”) FACE
DOWN CARDS: You can tell other
players (either truthfully or not)
what cards you have, but face
down cards cannot be revealed
prematurely. Nor can you try
to “prove” you have a card by
reading its text aloud verbatim,
describing visual details, etc.

TALK ABOUT ALMOST
ANYTHING: Other than as

described directly above, there
are no restrictions on what you
can talk about.
In 3P games, players are allowed to communicate privately
with one another (by whispering, passing notes, etc.).

IMPORTANT REMINDER: YOU CAN TALK FREELY!

Other than trying to “prove” cards, you can talk openly about
anything (what you have, what you’re playing, etc.). You can be
honest or lie or choose to say nothing at all! It’s up to you!

20. GAME END & VICTORY
The game ends with either of the following:

ESCAPE:

DEATH:

A new turn begins with all
players alive at the end of
the road

OR

A player is dead (and all
necessary Last Gasp plays
are complete)

Roles are then revealed and victory is decided:

2P GAME VICTORY CONDITIONS
- IF IT WAS ONLY WITNESSES: Players win/lose together. Both win
if the players escaped; otherwise, both lose.
- IF THERE WAS AN ASSASSIN: The assassin wins if the witness
dies and the assassin lives. The witness wins if the assassin dies
and the witness lives OR if the players escaped.
3P GAME VICTORY CONDITIONS
- IF IT WAS ONLY WITNESSES: Players win/lose together. All win if
the players escaped; otherwise, all lose.
- IF THERE WAS AN ASSASSIN: The assassin wins if at least one
witness dies and the assassin lives. The witnesses win if the
assassin dies and both witnesses live OR if the players escaped.

Games in which an assassin and a witness
both die are tie games for all players.
--------------------- END OF BASE GAME RULES --------------------TOPICS 21-23 EXPLAIN THE RULES FOR THE MODULES.
WE RECOMMEND REVIEWING THE STRATEGY
GUIDE (TOPIC 24) BEFORE YOUR FIRST PLAY!

21. FULL CIRCLE MODULE

(2P OR 3P GAMES)
GAMES)

CONTENTS: 30 cards
OVERVIEW: Full Circle adds greater depth

to the game; include it as soon as you’re
comfortable enough with the game to do
so. If you don’t mind a slightly steep learning
curve, you may even wish to include it in
your very first play.

SETUP: Add the character cards, action cards
and ally cards to their respective decks.

NEW RULES:
- Character cards are now dealt randomly face
down to players at game start. (Return the
unused character cards to the box without
looking at them.)
- Character cards are maintained as face down until a player reaches
their maximum wounds. At that point, their character card is turned
face up and revealed for the rest of the game.

22. TRIAD MODULE

(3P GAMES ONLY)

CONTENTS: 12 cards (including two
references)

OVERVIEW: Triad is required for three player
games; include it in three player games
and exclude it from two player games.

SETUP: (1) Add the role card and action
cards to their respective decks; (2) if
helpful, place the two reference cards
within sight of the players.

NEW RULES: Rules for three player games

are highlighted throughout the manual in
black boxes. These can be found in
Topics 5, 7, 9, 19 & 20.

23. UNDER THE ROSE MODULE
(2P OR 3P GAMES)

CONTENTS: Seven cards (including one reference) and three
wooden roses

OVERVIEW: Under the Rose is an

optional variant for advanced
players. It offers new forms
of combination-building and
resource management, and creates
powerful opportunities for deck
manipulation. Include it as you
like! At game start, each player is
paired with a random “Agent Under
the Rose” - a mercenary that offers
impactful effects in exchange for a
price. In the end, these agents will
not let players escape Mantis Falls
until all debts to them have
been paid.

SETUP:
- Randomly deal to each player one
“Horizon” card and one “Sky” card
(return any unused of these to the
box). Players align these two cards
face up in their playing area to
make their “Agent Under the Rose”.
- Each player takes a wooden rose and sets it near their agent.
- If helpful, place the reference card within reach.

NEW RULES:
- YOUR AGENT: Each agent has a name 1 and nickname 2 . (The
agent in the diagram is “Kit the Moonlighter”.)

- YOUR ROSE AND BURIED CARDS: With the wooden rose received at
setup 3 , players will “bury” action cards (i.e., put in a face down stack
under their rose 4 ) throughout the game.

Players may always look at their own
buried cards, but not another player’s.

- OPENING BURIAL: At game start, each player takes a number of
action cards as indicated by their agent’s numerical dot marking 5
from the top of the action deck and buries these under their wooden
rose. (Here you would bury two actions from the top of the deck
because Kit has two dots.)
6
- YOUR WEAKNESS:
1
7
Each agent has a negative
effect 6 . This stays in effect
11
10
until your agent is paid off
9
5
(explained later). (Note: If a
weakness states cards have
“no effect for you”, you can
still play them and revealing
them in your action play can
still trigger effects on
other cards.)
- “MEETING YOUR AGENT”:
Throughout the game, you
are able to “meet your agent”
whenever you reveal in your
action play cards of suits that
match your agent’s meeting
requirement 7 . (Here you
would meet Kit whenever
you reveal in your action
play a card that is either
the first Amber card in your
action play sequence or the
third Hunter card in your
action play sequence.) At this
moment, you wait to process
the revealed action card and
first either “bury” or “redeem”
(your choice).

2

12

8

4

3

23. UNDER THE ROSE MODULE (CONTINUED)
- BURY: If you choose to “bury”, then as described on your card 8 you
take action cards from the action deck and bury them under your
wooden rose.
- REDEEM: If you instead choose to “redeem” 9 , you select a single
listed effect and enact it once by paying at least its listed cost.
Payment is achieved by moving your choice of any number of your
buried cards to the action discard pile, using the following value
system 10 :

1
3
6

for any one card
(face not shown when used for payment)

for three cards of a single suit
(faces shown to all)

- UNDERGROUND MARKET: As
is written on the agents 11 , any
time you reach your maximum
wounds, you may immediately
pay up to five from your buried
cards (by the same value system
used for redemption) to draw
that many action cards into your
hand. After doing so, you must
choose and discard cards from
your hand to bring your hand
down to a total of seven cards.

In Under the Rose, surviving to the end of the road together is no
longer enough to “escape” (the only winning endgame condition
in games of only witnesses; see Topic 20). There is now the added
requirement that all agents must also be “paid off” (explained next).
Even if all players are alive at the end of the road, players continue
taking turns either until a player dies (and all necessary Last Gasps are
complete; ”death”) or until a turn begins with all players alive at the
end of the road AND all agents paid off (”escape”).

- PAYING OFF 12 : Paying off agents is necessary in order to escape
Mantis Falls and may also be an effective way to sabotage other
players. It is accomplished as follows:

for two cards of a single suit
(faces shown to all)

After meeting your agent,
continue with the turn (begin
by processing the revealed
action card that triggered the
meeting).

PLAYERS CANNOT ESCAPE UNTIL
ALL AGENTS HAVE BEEN “PAID OFF”

6
1

7

11

10

5

9

- BE AT THE END OF THE ROAD WITH
AN AGENT: Immediately following your
initial movement (on your turn), if you are
at the end of the road and still have your
agent (i.e., it wasn’t already paid off by you
or another player), you may choose to pay
off either your agent or the agent of the
other player (not both at once).
- PAY THE PRICE: To pay off your own
agent, pay from your buried cards (using
the same value system as for redemption)
the first pay off price listed (five in our
example). To pay off the other player’s
agent, pay the second pay off price on your
agent (eight in our example).

2
8

12

When a player’s agent is paid off, the agent and accompanying wooden
rose are removed from the game and not replaced. All of their buried
cards are discarded face down. For that player, all weaknesses and
abilities of their agent (including the ability to pay off other agents) are
no longer in effect.

24. STRATEGY TIPS FOR NEW PLAYERS
ALWAYS START THE GAME CLAIMING TO BE A WITNESS

For an assassin, perhaps your single greatest asset is your knowledge that
it is a competitive game. Use this to your advantage as much as possible!
Pretend to be an honest teammate, feign fear of the other player and save
your first undeniably assassin-type of move only for a critical moment.

UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF “CALL IN A
HIT” CARDS AND OF BEING NEAR A PHONE

A key strength of witnesses is their ability to use the
extremely powerful “Call in a Hit” action card (included
in the opening deal) to do a LOT of harm to a player
they suspect to be an assassin.
A big part of an assassin’s strategy should be in making
sure this card is not used against them. For a witness, it
is similarly important they protect this card and their ability to use it.
Note that this effect only works when played within one road of a phone
(in either direction). So moments that players move out of range of a
phone can be pivotal, as these can be the best opportunities for an
assassin to strike!

DESPERATE/DYING WITNESSES ARE DANGEROUS!

If you’re an assassin, keeping a witness’s trust may not be enough to
prevent them from trying to kill you. Consider that if a witness faces certain
death, they may have nothing to lose by trying to take you down with them
(whether they are suspicious of you or not).
As an assassin, you should be wary that a witness is likely to resort to this
type of attack once they are out of options or hope. Your best play may
sometimes be to help a witness considerably (even saving their life) if that
postpones their most desperate moments to a time you are better able to
withstand a final attack (e.g. when they are not near a phone and/or you
are prepared to heal).

ASSASSINS AND WITNESSES MAY BOTH WISH TO LIE

Unlike some hidden role games in which only certain roles may have
reason to lie, in Mantis Falls, dishonesty can be a useful tactic for any
player. Because a witness must always fear for their own safety and can
never be certain of the motivations of others, they may be smart to use

deception and adversarial moves to tilt the tactical situation towards their
own benefit and protection.
Because of this, an assassin caught in a lie is not necessarily exposed as
a traitor.
traitor. Rather, they should try to justify their dishonesty as being the
move of a fearful or distrusting witness.

HEALING CARDS ARE EXTREMELY VALUABLE

Action cards like “Medicine” and “Doctor’s Bag” may look humble at first,
but anything that can heal you could be the difference between living and
dying. These are rare and precious cards, and they should be thought of as
among the most powerful in the game. In many cases, you’ll want to save
them and use them only when you need them most (often in a Last Gasp
play; see below).

USE YOUR LAST GASPS STRATEGICALLY

Because you die if your gasp marker reaches three,
players may think they should actively avoid using
their Last Gasps. This isn’t the case! Last Gasps can
be highly valuable, so rather than avoiding using
them, instead think of how to carefully use them
to maximum benefit. Consider the following:
- Last Gasps provide an entire extra action play.
When used effectively, this can be a game-changer.
- No overkill (your wound total can’t go above maximum) means Last
Gasps are often the best time to heal. For example, if you are one
wound away from maximum and something is about to deal you four
wounds, healing one wound before your Last Gasp won’t save you, but
healing during your Last Gasp will.

BE WILLING TO DISCARD POWERFUL ACTION CARDS

There are many powerful action cards in Mantis Falls, but the best plays
are often combo-driven or situation-dependent. You might find that there
are only a few cards (e.g. healing cards and Midnight cards) worth holding
onto in all situations.
Don’t let your hand stagnate with “powerful” cards for which you have no
specific plan. Be willing to use your main play to discard or conserve those
cards and find cards you’re better able to use!

QUICK REFERENCE

TURN SEQUENCE

I. INITIAL MOVEMENT

- Move up to one road forward.
- You may expend Conserved Energy.

II. EVENT DRAW

Show if “seen”; do not show
if “unseen”.

III. MAIN PLAY
(BOTH PLAYERS CHOOSE ONE)
1) CREATE ACTION PLAY: Place any

number of action cards of a single suit
face down in a selected order.
2) CONSERVE ENERGY: Place one
action card face up in Conserved Energy.
3) DISCARD: Discard up to two
action cards.

IV. ACTION REVEAL/
PROCESSING

In alternating order, reveal
and process all cards from
action plays.

V. EVENT PROCESSING

Process the event and discard
it (if it’s “unseen”, continue to
not show it).

VI. DRAW

Players replenish hands to
seven action cards (drawing
from the action card deck
and/or Conserved Energy).

4) DO NOTHING

LAST GASPS

GAME END & VICTORY

When a player reaches their maximum
wounds, they are not dead (yet)! They
first make a Last Gasp play. This play
(any number of action cards of a single
suit) is immediately processed as a
sidebar to all else. Following this, the
player’s gasp marker advances one
space to the right.

Game ends at:

If their wounds are reduced to below
max. and their gasp marker is below “3”,
the player survives and play continues
from where it was suspended.
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ESCAPE: A turn begins with all
players at the end of the road

OR
DEATH: A player is dead (and all
necessary last gasps are done)
Witnesses win if no
witness is dead.
The assassin wins if they are
alive and a witness is dead.
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